Introduction
TVP is an effort to give the TechM Associate an opportunity to make a difference to the
lives of the less fortunate in communities around where we live and work. The
programme began with an appeal by our MD Vineet Nayyar in May 2011 to go beyond
the call of duty, travel the extra mile and share our time & talent in a meaningful way.
Objective
1 – To make associates feel that their efforts are not just ensuring profits for the
company, but are further helping to make this world a better place
2 - To give them an opportunity to be part of this process by contributing their time and
talent to interact and work with TMF NGO partners who help educate the
underprivileged and economically challenged children.
Work done so far
Bridging the digital divide
• A 3-month initiative where senior TechM associates provided basic computer
training to NGO functionaries in TechM Sharda, Pune every Sunday. This has
translated into a Handbook for scaling/replication in other locations - A Resource
Manual. The same has been uploaded at
http://tmfpartners.wikidot.com/ehandbook-it-training-for-ngos for replication
elsewhere.

Volunteering by TMF associates
Bangalore –
• Ravikumar is a regular at Jeevodaya and spends substantial time of about 5
hours teaching Math and Physics for the 10th and 12th grade. He also has been
helping the children with time management for studying. He has also prepared a
video session for 3rd std kids.
• Ranganath has been a dedicated volunteer at Unnati. This is his 2nd batch and
teaches English and general knowledge to the students. He spends time with the
students more as a mentor and helping them to come out of their shells and to
be confident.
• Shirish is now volunteering for Katalyst as a mentor
• Suman and Shobita volunteer for Parikrma. Suman helps out the lower class
children with Hindi. Shobita helps with the remedial classes more specifically in
Math and Hindi.
• AK Prasad – ex TechM VP – is helping RAZA to enable their management
systems. He has been able to arrive at the priority issues where they needed
guidance, addressing the vocational course staff engagement levels, optimizing
the fund raising methods, assisting the application process for the NASSCOM
competition and has regular meetings with the VT staff. After his intervention,
the VT program has shown better results.
Delhi --• Rajeev is helping Amarjyoti in the preparation of the brochure for the Indian
Team participating in the 8th International Abilympics in Seoul in September
2011
• Vidya and Child has Abhishek helping them to develop web-based application
which can access the database of “After School Support Programme”. Bhagwat
and Jatin are tutoring students of 11th and 12th and training them in various
Sports activities
• Anu Khanna is working on developing a tool to teach or practice keyboard with
audio feedback for the Saksham Trust
• Joint Women’s Programme has had volunteers donating books, toys, fans and
CDs. BPO – Care organize activity based programmes with children.
• Priyadarshini and her team teach at Prayas and help organize festivals and
important days.
Pune --• We had 23 TechM volunteers who took time out on Sundays to come and teach
basic computers to the staff of NGOs. The 10 week session saw 31 NGO staff
being taught by 2 teachers every Sunday, supported by volunteers who dropped
in every Sunday to help
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Sadanand, Rupesh, Manjari, Nand and Deepa give basic Computer training to the
teachers of Swadhar, an NGO which works in the slums of Bibewadi. They
provide the training for 3 hours every Saturday afternoon. After 7-8 sessions,
there is a remarkable change in the attitude of the ‘teacher-students’ towards
computers and most of them can today operate it with great ease and comfort.
India Sponsorship Committee has Suman, Sandeep, Alok, Nandkishore, Nadeem,
Prafull, Altaf, Chandni, Divya, Raghavendran and Priyanka helping their staff by
taking classes on Spoken English and basic computer education. They also help
the staff prepare study materials for the students, groom the teachers and
provide them constant feedback on their progress and also monitor and keep
track of all activities at ISC.
Bala, Amol, Priyadarshini, Babasaheb, Amrut and Neelima have had talks with
Door Step School coordinators are have planned to volunteer teaching and
mentoring students at the DSS study centre at Dattawadi.
Ashish has adopted 1 DSS centre and is teaching Maths and science to the
children and organized gifts for Children’s day. 7 volunteers helped celebrate
children’s day at ISC by having young children enjoy drawing and collage making
activity while conducting a quiz for the older children. The volunteers are gearing
up for the ISC sports day in Jan and also start sustained volunteering here.

Mumbai --• Mahalakshmi helped SPRJK Trust with data management work, and is now
looking at helping out one of SMILE partners in Chembur.
Collaborative efforts - Cross Volunteering with MSF associates
Bangalore
2 TMF NGO partners – Katalyst and Parikrma made a presentation at MSat facility.
More than 70 associates attended the presentations.

MSat volunteers along with a volunteer from Nasscom Foundation and in coordination
with TechM volunteers have visited Parikrma Learning Centre and worked out a plan of
action on what they can do best for the children. The team would now meet on a
regular basis and carry out various volunteering activities.

42 MSat Trainees visited the RAZA school and their National Child Labour Project (NCLP)
as part of their CSR Day programme. The volunteers gave away chocolates and donated
600 kits of stationery to these students. The volunteers also spent time interacting with
students from the NCLP School and tried to understand the concept of NCLP and the
objective behind such an initiative.

Pune --50 volunteers from TechM and MSat organized an Art Fest to celebrate Diwali at Door
Step School, who work with the children of construction workers. The event was held at

2 centers of DSS and saw more than 50 volunteers and 120 children enjoy making
colourful diyas and dazzling ‘kandils’ proudly. The volunteers are already planning to
start teaching and mentoring the students at DSS.

Children’s Day was celebrated at India Sponsorship Committee by TechM and MSat
volunteers on 12 Nov with collage making, drawing and quizzing for the children.

Poona Blind School a TMF partner has 5 MSat volunteers teaching computers to
students of the teacher’s training course. The volunteers teach with a special supernova
software designed for the visually challenged people.
The IT Schools at Deepgraiha and Sahasee have MSat volunteers conducting soft skill
sessions for the students there
Volunteering from outside TechM
One of the MSat clients connected 5 final year MBA students and 1 lecturer from
Montreal to Raza, one of TechM partners in Bangalore. As young managers they wanted

to learn the developmental areas in India and how they could facilitate the companies
they join to have better CSR programs. They raised and donated RAZA around Rs. 2.5 lac
which has been utilized for buying computers and useful software. They also gave away
lots of goodies and gifts to the teachers. They would be using the visit for their final
thesis and presentation back at Montreal.

Joint efforts with Josh
Joint efforts were made by TMF and Josh Noida as part of the ‘Mahindra Rise’ campaign
to encourage associates to run for TMF NGO partners Vidya & Child and Score
Foundation at the Airtel Delhi Half Marathon 2011. This synergy culminated in about
300 registrations over a 2 month campaign. The race was held on 27 November 2011
wherein about 100 associates actually took part.

TMF and Josh Mumbai organized a visit for associates to Aseema for Children’s Day
celebrations on 15th Nov. 19 associates went to Pali Chimbai Municipal School to
celebrate Children’s day with the kids. The school is being run by Aseema, one of the
TMF partners in Mumbai. The Associates spent two hours with kids in classes 1st to 4th.
The kids were taught Math tricks, songs and new games. Chocolates and gifts were also

given to the kids. It was a first time experience for most of the Associates, an experience
that will stay with them for a long time.

Awareness/Communication through TechM/TMF Facebook page and TMF Wiki has been
a constant endeavour. Through these we have reached out to make associates aware
about TMF work. This is likely to give further impetus to the programme.
Team TMF acknowledges the support and cooperation of all associates in this noble
venture. We look forward to their continued participation in TVP. We have just begun a
journey and there is a long way to go!!
Feel free to mail us at tmf@techmahindra.com
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